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igus guidefast control system for the manual control of indoor cranes 

 

More and more crane technology companies rely on modern cable guidance with energy chains. With the new 

guidefast control system, igus has now developed an energy supply system that can also feed a manual overhead 

crane pendant on indoor cranes. Quick and easy to assemble, the guidefast control needs only a small installation 

space and can be adapted to suit almost any crane application. 

 

While energy chain systems are becoming the standard for energy supply on port cranes, they are also being 

increasingly used on indoor cranes. The advantages compared with festoon cables are clear: an energy chain 

system protects the cables inside it, ensuring they have a minimum bend radius and physical protection. This is 

also the case for the manual control of indoor cranes, where the new guidefast control energy chain system safely 

transmits signals via control cables. A trough guides the energy chain and cables, as well as the overhead crane 

pendant, even with a short-term high tensile load.  

 

As with the guidefast guide trough for the cable guidance of the hoist and trolley for lifting gear, the guidefast control 

can also be installed quickly and easily: in the first step of the assembly, the guide trough is fastened to the side 

of the crane girder saving space and negating the need for welding. It is then hooked and bolted into the support, 

which also saves installation time. In operation, the moving end arm can be easily moved and positioned by the 

overhead crane pendant along the entire crane girder, regardless of the position of the lifting gear thanks to the 

self-lubricating and maintenance-free xiros polymer ball bearings. 

 

The complete igus guidefast control system is independent of the crane manufacturer and therefore can be used 

with any crane system or operating device both indoors and outdoors. When selecting the cables, igus offers 

designers a choice of 1,244 different chainflex cables that have been developed specifically for movement in 

energy chains. New high-end cables with outer jackets made of halogen-free TPE, can be specified for indoor 

cranes operating under tough conditions, very long travels or extremely low temperatures down to -35°C, for 

example in deep-freeze storage, even with the small bending radii. igus guarantees a life of 36 months on all 

chainflex cables. This is only possible through continuous tests under real conditions in its test laboratory in 

Cologne, Germany. The results make it possible to reliably predict the service life and the specific temperatures 

and bend radii in which the cable can be safely used. 

 

For more information about the guidefast control system, please visit: www.igus.co.uk or call igus directly on 01604 

677240.  

 



 

igus resources: 

 LiveChat with our technical team at igus.co.uk 

 Follow us at twitter.com/igusUK  

 Watch our videos at igus.co.uk/YouTube 

 Connect to us at igus.co.uk/Facebook  

 Read our blog at blog.igus.co.uk  

 

About igus: 
 
Based in Northampton in the UK and with global headquarters in Cologne, Germany, igus is a leading international 

manufacturer of energy chain systems and polymer plain bearings. The family-run company is represented in 35 

countries and employs approximately 3,000 people worldwide. In 2016, igus achieved sales of 592 million euros 

with motion plastics, plastic components for moving applications. 

 

With plastic bearing experience since 1964, cable carrier experience since 1971 and continuous-flex cable since 

1989, igus provides the right solution based on 100,000 products available from stock with between 1,500 and 

2,500 new product introductions each year. igus operates the largest test laboratories and factories in its sector to 

offer customers quick turnaround times on innovative products and solutions tailored to their needs. 

 

The terms igus, chainflex, CFRIP, conprotect, CTD, drylin, dry-tech, dryspin, easy chain, e-chain, e-chain systems, 

e-ketten, e-kettensysteme, e-skin, energy chain, energy chain systems, flizz, iglide, iglidur, igubal, invis, manus, 

motion plastics, pikchain, readychain, readycable, speedigus, triflex, twisterchain, plastics for longer life, robolink, 

xiros, xirodur and vector are protected by trademark laws in the Federal Republic of Germany and internationally, 

where applicable. 

 

All other registered trademarks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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